You shouldn’t hitchhike late at night on your own.
You should learn some useful phrases in the local language.
You should bring the correct clothes for the climate.
You shouldn’t go in winter because it’s very cold.

1. Tick sentences 3 and 4.

1. package
2. backpacking
3. carry-on
4. sightseeing
5. return
6. souvenir
7. book
8. package
9. souvenir
10. carry on
11. sightseeing
12. return
13. licence

2. currency
3. hand side
4. illegal
5. time zones
6. climate
7. multicultural
8. licence
9. currency
10. hand side
11. illegal
12. time zones
13. climate
14. multicultural

3. shouldn’t
4. should
5. shouldn’t
6. shouldn’t
7. shouldn’t
8. shouldn’t
9. have to
10. can’t
11. can’t
12. have to
13. anywhere
14. something
15. anybody
16. anybody

4. can’t
5. can
6. have to
7. don’t have to
8. can
9. can
10. have to
11. somewhere
12. nowhere
13. Somebody
14. nothing
15. something
16. anybody

5. anybody
6. anything
7. anybody
8. anything